
My breath is a swallow 
 
My breath is a swallow 
The swallow arcs into distance 
Distance becomes a changing cloud 
The cloud carries rain that peels onto objects arranged 
 as cold stones on a mountain 
The mountain is an average of sight, what can be seen 
Seeing is like breath, falling to some things, rising to meet 
 others, restless and hungry 
Hunger drives the swallow upward into sky 
The sky expands so I’m breathing the same air as the bird 
Birds gather beside a dripping tap with their beaks 
 held open, inhaling cooler air  
Cool air moves like a finite phrase 
The phrase comes to balance where a gesture of moving air 
 completes itself, completes a line 
Lines expand to hold breath in motion 
Motion in kinesis in falling in hearing in commas that pause 
Each pause distils an inexact geometry of swallow, cloud, 
 line, crow, breath, movement 
Moving is embodied by the phrase that extends to the edge  
 of a brush swept across paper 
The paper breathes out and in 
Inrush of breath, outrush of sound, upward rush of wings 
Curving wings carry the swallow to the sun 
In sunlight my breath appears like a soft explosion 
An explosion of breath falls like a sonic shatter 
Shattered into light like dust 
Dust chalks the paper under my hand and I cough, inhale, 
 recover, cough again 
Again the swallow dives until it skims above its own shadow 
The shadow of cloud passes as I stand on the scarp breathing 
 the saturate wake of a storm 
The storm follows an arc 
Arcs into the mountain cradle 
Cradling breath 
  
 
 
Kate Fagan 
 
[Note: Written as part of a collaboration with visual artist Shen Wednesday and composer Clare 
Maclean for an improvisation-based festival at Western Sydney University called ‘Poetic Energies 
Across Sonic Space’. Clare Maclean used the poem as a libretto for a composition featuring erhu and 
percussion. During the festival, erhu player Liu Ying, percussionist Claire Edwardes and Kate Fagan 
performed the works while Shen Wednesday created calligraphic artworks alongside the performers.]  



‘Trampoline as Jellyfish’ 
for Michael Farrell 
 
Not sure what I had in mind 
I argued for the Aegean 
The price of glamour isn’t worth asking 
Uber ride in a trolley of whitegods 
 
I argued for the Aegean 
Something like a showboat nothing like love 
Uber ride in a trolley of whitegods 
Fix my logo on a snowbird 
 
Something like a showboat nothing like love 
Time accrues pointillism 
Fix my logo on a snowbird 
You flattened your head like a crop circle 
 
Time accrues pointillism 
I popped out for a quick bonanza 
You flattened your head like a crop circle 
The alias was colonial 
 
I popped out for a quick bonanza 
Beside the creek where I roneoed them last  
The alias was colonial 
Twenty quarts and a good licking 
 
Beside the creek where I roneoed them last  
Is papered with extinctions 
Twenty quarts and a good licking 
An ecology humming in retro dayglo 
 
Is papered with extinctions 
Classic in species tones 
An ecology humming in retro dayglo 
Inside guts, trampoline as jellyfish 
 
Classic in species tones 
Not sure what I had in mind 
Inside guts, trampoline as jellyfish 
The price of glamour isn’t worth asking 
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